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I. General considerations 

When determining the sensitivity, i. e. to he more exact: the noise-factor 
of a receiver, eithcr a signal generator, or a noise generator eould be used as 
a signal souree. Signal generators have an output power a great deal higher, 
than is actually needed, therefore, two problems arise in connection with them. 
First: a frcquency-indqH'Hdcnt power di"\"ider must be used between the oscil
lator and the recci,·er. Second: the oscillator must be excellently screened. 
Thc output power of noise generators on the other hand is generated on thc 
yery level needed, therefore, the problems mentioned above do not arise in 
connection ·with them. Moreover, certain types of noise generators have an 
additional advantage, too: their output power is the function of either such 
physical quantities which can readily be determined only, or of data easily 
measurable macroscopically. Thus the noise generators need no calibration. 
Since it is easy to determine the output power of a noise generator to an accu
racy of a fe"w tenth of db, it is advisable to use a noise generator instead of a 
signal generator to check highly sensitive recei"\"ers, espeeially microwaye 
recei"\"ers. The most generall~- used mierowa"\"e signal source:;; are: thermal 
noise, shot effect and excess noise of semiconductors. 

A readily attainable signal sourcc, using the thermal noise, is to place 
a body of high temperature mostly a heater filament into the transmis
sion line [1]. The noise temperatures that can be reaehed with this kind of 
Hoise generator lie around 2500 KO. A ga5 discharge tube placed in a transmis
sion line will produce thermal nois(', too [2]. The noise temperatures of such 
generators are about 10 000 --12 000 K:. 

The noise generators used mostly in the lower frequeneies ,,-ork with a 
saturated diode and make use of the shot effect. The noise temperature of 
these is the function of the direet eUITcnt flo\l-ing in the tube alone. Owing tu 
(lifferent disturbing effect;: (serie:, r('sonance, interelectrode capacitances, dif
ficult matehing conditions), eOIlllllon diodes cannot he used in the micrmnn-p 
region without certain di5adnllltag(':, [3]. Coaxially-built noise tliode:3 ha\"(~ 

b('en deyeloped espeeially for miero\l"aye use. The noise klystron also make:
use of the shot effeet [4]. Since this i" Cl mnltieicctrocle tube, a certain amount 
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of partition noise is present besides the shot noise. Therefore, it~ output noise 

power cannot be calculated accurately enough, such a noise generator must he 
calibrated. 

Crystal diodes arc also uscd as noise sources. In this case the excess noi:oe. 

characteristic to scmicond uctors is made use of [5]. The noise temperature of 

such a generator cannot be determined from the wurking condition:-, thercfore, 

they need calibration quite often. 

Haying comparcd the ahoye-mentionecl types with each other, the result 

could he :3umlllecl up in the following: the thermal noise sources are very good 
for microwaye purposes, because their noise lcyel can be accurately calculated 

and it is rather ea:-y to match a transmission line 'with them. Considering the 

ayerage microwave receiYer, the output leyel of the heater-filament noise gener

ator is too low, therefore, the gas discharge tube noise generator is the one 

'which is especially suitable for this purpose. The microwan noise generators 

generally work with gas discharge tubes. The coaxial diode lacb a fe'w of th;· 
ahoye·mentiol1ecl disadyantage~, hut hecaus<' uf its e{)mplexit~- it is rather 

expellsi ye. 

The crystal diode as a noise source cannot he relied on and should, there

fore, he u~ed only as a 'workshop control apparatus. The nois/' klystroll is I'ela

tively expensive and needs calibration. 

1. Noise of gas-discharge phenomena 

In th/' plasma of a ga5-discharge then' arc fI'ee eleetrulls, ions and ga,o 

atoms. The electrons may move around, can collide irith the ions 01' atoms resp. 

These colli"ions may result in a I'ecombiuation or a new ionization. Since th\· 

mass of ions i~ sevcI'al magnitudes greater tban that of t1H' elt'ctTons. thcy an' 

much less mobile. 0'0 that their effcct is negligiblr· inl'f'''p;'ct to hoth conduction 

and nOIse. 

The 1l0i,oC' procluced hy th(' pla~ma can bt; ealnIlatcd froIll the following 

l'Casoning [6]. 
The noise is fully determined, if fOl' example, the spectral distribution of 

the noise currcnt is knOi\~ll. The noisc currcnt is made lip of current pnhw" 

'which aTe affected by thc lllOY('lIlcnt of single electrons. The "pectI'al distI'i

hution of the noise cunent. ill this case can 1);' determinc(l thc most silllply 

with the help of the Fouricr spectI'a of the single pulse:;. 
The Illean S(lual'e of the noise current, T~ can be cxpr/'5se;1 with its F ouri(:r 

spectrum: 

i" = It' (f) df 

As is known from literature [6]: 

.) 

1'x (1) 
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where N = the average number of electrons 
d = the distance bet'ween anode and cathode 

To = the average time between two collisions 
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o = the mean square of the initial velocity of the electrons in the x 
direction 

ax = the acceleration of the electrons in the x direction 
CO = the frequency 

The x direction coincides with the axis of the discharge. 
The first part of Equ. (1) is the function of only the initial square yelocity 

of the electron, this represents its thermal noise. According to the equipartition 
law, the average value of the noise energy is 

1 -- 1 
-mz:2. = -kT, 
2 x 2 ' 

(2) 

where Te is the temperature of the discharge and k the Boltzmann's constant. 
Equ. (2) may be regarded as the definition of the electron temperature. 

According to NYQUIST'S theorem, the mean square value of the thermal 
noise current is 

(3) 

By combining Equ. (2) and Equ. (3) with the first part of Equ. (1), the 
conductivity of the gas discharge results: 

( 4,) 

The second part of Eqll. (1) giyes the spectral distribution of the shot noise 
of the discharge. The ax acceleration can be eliminated from this expression 
by simple physical considerations. In this ,,-a;- the mean square of the noise 
current is 

(5) 

and the output noise po'wer: 

1 -;-;, \' P . =-!:::.. = ,kT 
,\i 4 G e 

----=-- 1,------ ('f PTO \ I 2 IJ 1 
]V, 1 + Q)2T~ , 

(6) 

where P is the power dissipated in the discharge. The part giving the thermal 
noise is the function of the electron-temperature only, while the part giving 
the shot noise is the function of the dissipated power in the tube (of the tube 
current) and of the frequency as well. 

The foregoing considerations are valid only for homogeneous gas dis
charge, since the different parts of the gas discharge may have different 
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electron temperatures. Thc electron temperatures are generally the function 

of outside parameters (pressure, conduction current, outside temperature, etc.), 

except the electron temperature of thp positi've eolumll. This - according to 

practice - depends on the quality of the ~a" only, and is reasonably independ

ent of other parameters. 

2. The characteristics of a gas discharge tuhe placed in a trans
mission line 

Equ. (3) gin's the conduetiyit \' of the gas discharge. The same result 

can also be achieyed, if instead of considering the thermal fluctuations - as 

it was done above - the moyement of a colliding electron moving in a d. e. 

and high frequency field is inyestigated. From these calculations the reactiye 

part of the impedance can be detectcd, too. In this way the whole impedance 

IS: 

z= 
md~ 

e ~y To 
(7) 

As the conduction of the discharge is finite, a gas discharge tube placed 

into a transmission line will act as a lossy cond Hctor or as a lossy dielectric. 

Let ns consider thc propagation of the noise in a transmission line gener

ated hy a gas discharge. :'\loving electrical charf£c~ gcneratc elcctromagnetic 

wayes, the direetion of the eleetrical field is dptermined by thc aecderation 

direetion of the eharge:-. In a transmission line the direetion of the cleetrical 

field is an unanimous fUlletion of the mode of propagation. Therefore, the gener

ated wan~s \rill propagate only if the particles ha,-e an acceleration componcnt 

in the direetion of the possible electrical field. According to the I'quipartitioll 
law the thermal noi,:,e-energy j~ independent of the axis position of the ga~ 

discharge tuhe. The shot noise po",cr i~ proportional to the :;quare acceleration_ 

so if \IT only cOl1:::ider that cOmpOlH'Jl L v,·hieh willlll'opagate in th,> tr<ln,-missiol1 

line, ax cos D should ]H' ,nittf'll in 1'lac(' ofax in Equ, (1), [; being the angle 

het\\-een the axis of the discharge and the direction of the E field. So the m a::\:

imum noise power propagating in th,' transmi:,,,,iuIl line 1:; 

(8) 

3. Design considerations 

1\ hell designing noi,,(' generatur:, ll~ing a gas discharge tube. the following 

rcquiremcllb should be met: tll(' noise generator lllU:,t he plaeL~cl in ,:uch a 

transmis:::ion line through which propagation on tht: \\·orking frequency i:; 

possible: the noise generator "houle! not need calihration, i. e. the output noise 
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power should be the function of known physical quantities only and be inde
pendent of outside circumstances. By using the above result:::, the design of 
the noise generator is already possible. 

1. The outside load is to match the inner resistance defined by Equ. (7). 
(The inner resistance naturally contains a factor depending on the gcometry.) 
The generator matched in this way will not generally match the wave imped

ance of the transmission line. 
2. The plasma is to be coupled to the transmission line alone. Therefore, 

the position of the gas discharge tube and the attenuation of the plasma. resp., 
should make possible the attenuation of the additional noises produced by 
other parts of the tube and by transmission line parts being at ambient temper
atures. 

3. The axis of the discharge is to form an angle with the electric field
lines which makes the shot noise negligible in respect to the thermal noise, the 
former being heavily dependent on outside circumstances. 

The noise generator- fulfilling these requirements -will have an equivalent 
noise temperature equal to the electron temperature with good approximation, 
which can be determined hy measuring physical constants and arc known for 
several gas types [7], [8]. 

n. Noise generator design 

The earlier microwave noise generators 'I-ere made generally in wave
guidc form, mainly, becausc th(' discharge tube can easily be placed into a 
line not having an inner conductor. The best type has proved to he the onc in 
,,-hich the tube has a tilted po;;itioIl in re5p('et to the E-plane. the angle being 
approximately 10: [I]. 

On anoth('r type the ga:, di::,charge tube wao' PUl in the trans,-er5al plane, 
perpendicular to the E-field [2]. Tbe first type fulfill~ the requirements out
lined in Chapt. 1.3, ,,-hile this latter onc has much lllore disach-antages, since 
matching is donf' here with separate elements and the attenuation of the plasma 
i" small because of the configuratiun. Therefore, the d'fpctiyc noise tempera
ture is influenced by those part,.: of th .. transmio'",ion line which are at l'oom
tcmperature. (Thi:, latter clisHfhantage can he redllecd by terminating the line 
,,-ith reactance, instead of rcsistiYe load.) 

In thc 2000 :UC s hand these type:, are not fa,-oluahle from the practical 
point of .-iew. The dimensions of tll(> waye-guides in this band are too big and 
such a noise generator ,,-ould })t' unreasollabl;.' largf'. (E. g.: the ;;tandard 
'I-a.-e-guide dimensions at 2000 :,IC s are 109 5-1,5 mms. A discharge tube put 
into thi:; at 10 c 'I-ould he 12 meter long.) Because of the large dimensions only 
coaxial or other tnm:,mission liili'S llsing the TE}I mode are u;:ed in this fre
quency band. In cast' of coaxiallinl' it is practically impossihle to placc the gas 
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discharge tubc in a tilted fashion because of the inner conductor. The other 
possibility in 'which the discharge tube faces the magnetic field-lines would also 
be very difficult to realize in a coaxial line, since this would involve the use 
of a cllTved discharge tube. 

There is a workable solution for this frequency band published in the 
literature [9], where a transition is made from the coaxial line to a helical 

one and the discharge tube is placed into the latter. This solution of the problem 
meets all the requirements mentioncd above, however, its mechanical struc
ture is relatiyly complicated, and besides, the matching of the transition must 
he soh-ed in a broad frequency band. 

1. The microwave circuit 

The noise generator developed by the authors is made of a coaxial line 

using the TEl\I mode. The gas discharge tuhe is used as a lossy conductor and 
is an integral part of the inner conductor. A schematic drawing is given ill 

Fig 1. 

I, 

! 
, ! 

/ . 

, 
C ------ 3 

Fii!. 1 

The nOIse generatur IS made of a standard 7;8" coaxial line The gas 
discharge tube is placed so that it forms the illlH'r conductor of the coaxj al 
line. Mechanically it is clamped hy two conducting sectioIl5: ·'C". ~ oise is 

generated hy the section" B" of the gas discharge tube. 
The "C" sections -- as will he sho'1'11 - can at the same time be used 

for matching the noise generator. Both dl and cl'!. diameters are chosen so, that 
the cut-off frequencies are higher than the 'working frequency of the noise 
generator. The filamcnt yoltage reaches the tube through a broad band metal 
extension, not shown on the drawing. The anode of the tuhe is directly connected 
to the inner conductor. The output of the generator is at the cathode-side 

of the discharge tube. The other side of the transmission line may he arhitrarily 
terminated, e. g. hy a short circuit. The discharge tuhe itself contains argon 
at a pressure equal to 4,5 mms of mercury and mercury vapour. The tempera
ture of such a plasma, according to the literature is 11 500 KO [8]. 

As regards to matching, the impedances must hc checked. From the "x" 
plane onwards the noise generator can be suhstituted hy the circuit given on 
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Fig. 2. The length of the transmission line containing the discharge tube is 
so long, that it can be regarded as being terminated by its characteristic imped
ance. The shorter line section, "C" is terminated by an open circuit. The 
cathode side plane of the plasma can with good approximation be regarded 

zt 

Fig. 2 

as the effective plane of the open circuit (")"" plane on Fig 1.), since the resist
ance of the cathode-fall immediately following this is a great deal higher than 
that of the plasma. 

In the equivalent circuit according to Fig. 2 both" B" and "C" lines 

contain a separate noise gcnerator (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3 Z2 = Z02 = R02 jX02 
is the characteristic impedance of the" B" line, Z3 = R3 jX:3 = Z03 cth ;,1 
is the open circuit impedance of thc "C" line, if j' is the propagation constant 
measured in the "C" line, ;-i and ~1 arc each noise generators with the same 
electron temperature and R02 and R:l , resp., being the inner resistances of the 
generators. The voltage sources of the generators - since they are not in cor
relation with each other can be squared and added. In this way the inner 
impedance of the resulting noise generator will be Zi = Z2 Z;j while its 
electron temperature Tc remain5 the same. The output power of the noise 

·v:.! 
generator is effeetiyely - if the terminating imI)edance at the ~ .. plane is 
~ • R, ~ 

Z Z' 
1 (9) 

This condition can always he fulfilled with the use of proper matching 
elements, but as has been pointed out before, the generator will not he generally 
matched to the transmission line, either. 

From the point of application it is absolutely essential to have a good 
match bet"ween the noise generator and the transmission line, since the inptlt 
impedance of the receiver in most cases is equal to the "waye impedance of the 
line, and the noise factor measured depends on the matching of the generator. 

It is, therefore, advisable to choose the impedances in such a way that 
matching between load and generator, and between generator and transmission 
line, resp., should he simultaneously fulfilled. In the equipment under discus
sion this is possible even without any additional matching elements. This is 
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because thc inner resistance of the generator between certain limits - can 

be freely chosen. If the impedances of the two generators on Fig. 3 are chosen 
in such a ,ray that their sum is real and equal to the ,,"aye impedance of the 

7/8" line, than the above requirement is fulfilled. The match should be realized 
so that the folIo"wing will be yalid: 

(10) 

By making proper choice of dimension "L" on Fig.'I, the attenuation of the 

plasma can he kept high enough to haye those noises arbitrarily well attenuated 

whieh originate at the line terminating impedance and at the anode side of 

the discharge tube, resp., both being noises at different temperatures than To. 

Fig . .'] 

The atV'uuatioll of the undesired noises originating on the cathode side depend 

on the 1 dimension of the plasma. According tn the ahon: rea!"oning the length 

.1 cannot be freely chosen, in practice, ho"'eYl'r. the ]f"ngth necessary for tll(' 

matching gi,'!'s enough attt'l1llation. 

It follo'ws from Equ. (8) that tll{' ",hot lloi:,e, \\"hieh if' proportional to 

eos" D is in first approximation not present at all, since tl](" discharge tube is 

perpendicular to the elcctrical fidel. In practie,'. howl."\"(:r. thl" finite conctueti \

it)" uf the plasma re:,ults in a small axial E component. hut th .. shot noise thus 

generat,·cl lS negligible ht'side the thermal lloi"t'. 

2. The D. C. circuit 

The D. e. eireuit of tlll' nOIse genCl"ltur i" madt, 111 th,' u~llal way and i~ 

ShO'1"11 on Fif!. -1. 
The D. c. "Voltage-drop Oil the discharge tube is in the onler on 50-100 

Yolts, the ignition yoltage i;: appr. 1000 yoit;:. It i~ acl,"isahle to generate thr· 
relatin·ly high ignition yoltage at the m01l1rnt of ignition only. In the eireuit 
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shown on Fig.4, this is realized in the folIo'wing way: by closing and then 
opening switch 1(, there appears a high-voltage pulse on the L inductance (its 
value being appr. 10 henries), 'whieh then ignites the tube. By changing the 
limiting resistor, R, it is possible to set in the necessary tube current. There is 
no need for good filtering of the supply voltage, since the fluctuation of thc 
current does not produce a change in the noise tempcrature [7]. The anode point 
is grounded, as it is connected with the transmission line. 

Fig . .J. 

3. Measurement results 

The follo"'illg measurements were made: checking the match of the noise 
generator, measuring the noise power and the attenuation of the line section 
containing the plasma. The working frequency hand was 1800-2200 .MC ~. 

If an uncertainty of . ;:; db is permitted on mea,.; uring the noise fii!"ure, thell 
the yoltage standing ,\ aye ratio caused by the noise generator does not e:\:eeed 
the r = 2 YaItIt'. 5i:\: tubes "'PIT checker!: Table I contains the ayprag" YaltH'S 

of the measurcmJ'nts. 

Tahle I 

y:-:::\\: 11 a~ a fUllction ()f anode ('urn'!l! and fn'tpH'ney 

1.ll :2.l 

lOO 2.15 1.B 1 

ImA 12~ 2.05 1.72 1.77 Ud Lii 1.74 ·0 

1.::;0 2.1J(j 1.{J l.i1 1.61 I n.) 
.0_ 

2.:2 

2,.i 

:2.0.) 

1.Hh 

The dependence of the output lloi~e power un tll!' tube euncnt "'a~ meas
ured with a reCCiV(T having a mi:\:cr input stagc, its i. f. heillg 30 :JIC;"s, the 
hanch,'idth '1 }ICs . ..A self-eompr·nsating, a. c. therIl1i~tor bridge was u:"pd as 
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a detector. Table II shows the average data obtained from the six tubes. The 
difference of the noise powers of the six tubes was within 5 db. Above 120 mA 
anode currents, no output variation of the noise power could be detected. 

Table IT 

The output noise power as a function of the tube current 

Im" 
Pn degrees 

80 
29 

100 
29.5 

120 
30 

140 
30 

160 
30 

By comparing the results of these two measurements, it ,ras found, that 
the noise generatol' works best at 150 mA anode current, therefore, this current 
"\I'as chosen for working current. 

The output of a noise generator working with 150 mA. was compared with 
that of a micro'wave signal generator. The deviation of the measured value 
from the expeeted one ,\'as within::; db. 

'Vith one of the tubes the attenuation of the noise generator was mea=:'
ured as a function of frequency and anode current. Table In 8ho,rs the results. 

Table ITI 

The attenuation in dh of the noise generator as a fUIlction of anode current and frequency 

Im.\ 100 125 150 

1,9 24,5 21 18 
fk~l(> 2,0 2.j 20,5 18 

:U 22 19 18 
., D 

l~ 1.5 1;) 
-~ ..... 

4. Conclusions 

The microwayc noise generator discussed in the article has small dimen
sions, it is simple and easy to operate. The output noise power depends only 

on the noise temperature of the plasma. Its ad vantage over the helical line or 
'\'ave-guide types is, that no special, additional matching elements are required. 

If the gas discharge tube is inactive, the noise generator does not match 
the connecting transmission line. This is rather an inconvenience than a disad
vantage. The described noise generator can be used theoretically 1Il a very 
broad band with the use of proper matching elements. 
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Summary 

The paper discusses the design of a microwayc noise generator applied to a coaxial 
line, using a gas discharge tube. The gas discharge tube is built into the inner conductor 
of the coaxial line. It is theoretically proyed that the noise power of the generator is the 
function of the noise temperahlrc of the electrons alone. 
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